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Pro JPA 2 in Java EE 8: An In-Depth Guide to Java Persistence APIsApress, 2018

	
		Learn to use the Java Persistence API (JPA) and other related APIs as found in the Java EE 8 platform from the perspective of one of the specification creators. A one-of-a-kind resource, this in-depth book provides both theoretical and practical coverage of JPA usage for experienced Java developers.

		

		Authors Mike...
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Java Persistence with HibernateManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		Java Persistence with Hibernate, Second Edition explores Hibernate by developing an application that ties together hundreds of individual examples. In this revised edition, authors Christian Bauer, Gavin King, and Gary Gregory cover Hibernate 5 in detail with the Java Persistence 2.1 standard (JSR...
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Pro JavaScript with MooTools (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2010

	Pro JavaScript with MooTools is unlike any other JavaScript book on the market today. While similar books focus on either JavaScript as a language of the browser or how to use JavaScript Frameworks, Pro JavaScript with MooTools fills the gap between these topics and moves beyond—exploring the advanced features of...
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Pro JPA 2Apress, 2013

	Pro JPA 2, Second Edition introduces, explains, and demonstrates how to use the new Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.1 from the perspective of one of the specification creators. A one-of-a-kind resource, it provides both theoretical and extremely practical coverage of JPA usage for both beginning and advanced...
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Spring Security 3.x CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Secure your Java applications against online threats by learning the powerful mechanisms of Spring Security. Presented as a cookbook full of recipes, this book covers a wide range of vulnerabilities and scenarios.


	Overview

	
		Learn about all the mandatory security measures for modern day applications using...
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Pro Telerik ASP.NET and Silverlight Controls (Pro Series)Apress, 2010

	This book provides a complete guide to implementing Telerik’s range of ASP.NET and Silverlight controls. Telerik controls are invaluable for ASP.NET and Silverlight developers because they provide a vast array of rich controls targeted for the presentation layer of web applications. Telerik offers you solutions for the reports, grids,...
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Essential SQLAlchemy: Mapping Python to DatabasesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Dive into SQLAlchemy, the popular, open-source code library that helps Python programmers work with relational databases such as Oracle, MySQL, PostgresSQL, and SQLite. Using real-world examples, this practical guide shows you how to build a simple database application with SQLAlchemy, and how to connect to multiple databases...
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Learning Laravel's EloquentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop amazing data-based applications with Eloquent, the Laravel framework ORM


	About This Book

	
		Build highly efficient applications with the Eloquent ORM using an expressive syntax
	
		Get to grips with the power of relationships and how Eloquent handles them
	
		Go beyond simple...
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Python for Unix and Linux System AdministrationO'Reilly, 2008
Python is an ideal language for solving problems, especially in Linux and Unix networks. With this pragmatic book, administrators can review various tasks that often occur in the management of these systems, and learn how Python can provide a more efficient and less painful way to handle them.
  
  Each chapter in Python for Unix and...
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Learning Phalcon PHPPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn Phalcon interactively and build high performance web applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Phalcon PHP on your server
	
		Develop a fully functional multi-module application with Phalcon PHP
	
		A step-by-step guide with in-depth coverage of Phalcon...
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Cracking Windows Phone and BlackBerry Native Development: Cross-Platform Mobile Apps Without the KludgeApress, 2011


	For me, this book has become all about change. In the time that I have been watching the mobile

	computing marketplace and developing software solutions for it, there has never been a time when there

	has been a more rapid series of shifts and changes. A good friend of mine tells me that this is because of

	market consolidation. As of...
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Laravel: Up & Running: A Framework for Building Modern PHP AppsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		
			What sets Laravel apart from other PHP web frameworks? Speed and simplicity, for starters. This rapid application development framework and its ecosystem of tools let you quickly build new sites and applications with clean, readable code. Fully updated to cover Laravel 5.8, the second edition of this practical guide...
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